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Abstract 

This paper measures how the 2007-09 financial crisis affected the U.S. federal funds market. I 

accomplish this by developing and estimating a structural model of this market, in which 

intermediation plays a crucial role and borrowing banks differ in their unobserved probability of 

default. The estimates imply that the expected probability of default increases 0.29 percentage 

point at the start of the crisis in mid-2007 and then gains a further 1.91 percentage points after the 

bankruptcy of Lehman Brothers. These increases do not cause a market freeze, however, because 

simultaneously there is a shift outward in the supply of funds. The model indicates that amid the 

turmoil of the crisis, lenders viewed the fed funds market as a relatively attractive place to invest 

cash overnight.  
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1 Introduction

The U.S. fed funds market is where institutions, primarily banks, buy and sell central

bank reserves with one another on an over-the-counter basis. Trades are settled the same

day they are executed, even when trading takes place late in the day, enabling banks to

use this market to offset unexpected liquidity shocks. The market’s importance is further

amplified because the Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC) targets the average fed

funds rate when implementing monetary policy. Given these features, it is not surprising

that this market was closely watched during the 2007-09 financial crisis, which can be

viewed as a crisis of liquidity.

Interpreting changes in the rates and quantities of fed funds activity, however, is

empirically challenging because in addition to the usual forces of demand and supply,

the trading of fed funds, being unsecured loans, is affected by changes in the strength

of asymmetric information.1 Indeed, during normal trading periods, the effect of asym-

metric information cannot be separately identified from the effect of changes in demand

and supply. The arrival of the financial crisis, which strengthened the role of asymmetric

information in this market, provides a chance to isolate and measure the impact of each

of these three forces on fed funds activity.

Using data covering both the pre-crisis and crisis periods, I take advantage of this

opportunity by developing, solving, and estimating a structural model of the fed funds

market. In the model, asymmetric information manifests as a borrowing bank’s unob-

served probability of default. Using the estimated parameters, I leverage the model to

gauge the effects of changes in demand, supply, and the probability of default on the

rates and quantities of fed funds sold and purchased.

Two features of the data enable me to separately identify all three channels. First,

the data reveal the rates at which market participants purchase and sell fed funds as well

as the amount of funds they intermediate. Second, the data span the pre-crisis and crisis

1Because of the unsecured nature of fed funds, banks will only lend fed funds to those

banks with which they have established a line of credit (Stignum and Crescenzi (2007, p.

508)). Default has occurred in this market; a recent example is the default of Lehman

Brothers on its debt to Freddie Mac, a government-sponsored enterprise (for details, see

Federal Housing Finance Agency Office of Inspector General (2013)).
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periods, and so I observe how both rates and quantity change with the arrival of the crisis

in mid-2007 and with the deepening of the crisis in late 2008 after the bankruptcy of

Lehman Brothers. Theory predicts that changes in demand, supply and the probability

of default will have different effects on the rates of fed funds sold and purchased (as well

as the spread between the two) and the quantity of funds intermediated. In taking the

model to the data, I can then identify the relative contribution of each channel to the

observed changes to rates and quantity.

The data describe the fed funds activity of three banks that were known to be large

participants in the market over the sample period of 2006 to 2008.2 These banks did

not provide transaction level data, but rather shared the means to accurately identify

the settlement legs of these trades in payments data. Having access to payments data,

I construct a transaction-level data set of fed funds purchases and sales involving these

three banks, from January 2006 to December 2008. For each trade, I know the principal

amount, the interest rate, and, with some degree of confidence, the counterparty. I use

these data to compute the average daily principal-weighted interest rate of fed funds

purchased and fed funds sold by these three banks as well as the total dollar value of fed

funds sold and purchased.

Befitting their intermediary status, these three banks consistently sold fed funds

at rates higher than those at which they purchased them. This intermediary spread

averaged 11 basis points in the pre-crisis period, from January 2006 through July 2007.

Starting in August 2007, this spread jumps up to 26 basis points, a 15 basis point

increase.3 Finally, the spread rockets up to 118 basis points after the bankruptcy of

Lehman Brothers. Strikingly, the total amount of funds intermediated by the three

2With the Federal Reserve’s introduction of paying interest on excess reserves as well as quanti-

tative easing, the U.S. fed funds market changed dramatically after October 2008. This paper fo-

cuses on the fed funds market up until the introduction of the interest on excess reserves policy. See

Federal Reserve Bank of New York (2013) and Craig and Millington (2017) for analysis of how paying

interest on excess reserves changed the fed funds market.
3In this paper, the crisis period starts in August 2007 because that is the month in which the

precipitous decline in asset-backed commercial paper activity began (Covitz, Liang, and Suarez, 2013).

Furthermore, August saw one of the first instances of financial disruption due to sub-prime lending,

when BNP Paribas suspended withdrawals from some of its hedge funds due to an inability to mark

sub-prime mortgage-backed securities to market.
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banks increases with the onset of the crisis, despite the increases in the intermediary’s

spread. Between the start of the crisis and the Lehman bankruptcy, the average total

daily amount intermediated is 42 percent greater than the figure for the pre-crisis period

($2.7 billion versus $1.9 billion). Even after the Lehman bankruptcy and the subsequent

disruptions to the overall financial system, the total amount of fed funds intermediated

by the three banks is 11 percent greater than in the pre-crisis period.

To better understand the various drivers behind these movements in rates and quan-

tities, I develop a model of the fed funds market. Reflecting the structure of the market,

the model has three types of agents: borrowers, lenders, and an intermediary. Borrowers

and lenders can trade directly with one another, or with the intermediary. Motivating

its existence, I assume the intermediary has an informational advantage over lenders

which results in the intermediary facing a lower probability of default (unconditional on

borrower type). The intermediary sets the rates at which it will purchase and sell fed

funds, taking into account that lenders and borrowers can trade directly. Lenders and

borrowers then decide whether to trade with the intermediary and if so, how much to

lend and borrow, respectively.

I estimate the structural parameters of the model using the general method of mo-

ments, where the moments are functions of the observed rates of fed funds sold and

purchased as well as the change in quantity intermediated across the pre-crisis and cri-

sis periods. The model fits the data well, and the parameters are well-estimated. The

parameters imply that with the start of the crisis in August 2007, the expected proba-

bility of default by borrowing banks increases from 0.043 percent to 0.333 percent. The

expected default rate then leaps up to 2.24 percent after the bankruptcy of Lehman

Brothers. At the same time, the parameters imply that lending banks’ return on out-

side options substantially decreases with the crisis, especially after the Lehman Brothers

bankruptcy.

Using counterfactuals, the model predicts that given only the change in expected

default rates from 0.043 to 0.333 percent, the quantities intermediated in the fed funds

market would have collapsed by 85.5 percent. The vitality of the market is maintained

only because of the increase in the supply of fed funds. Hence, a main implication of

the model is that in the 2007-9 financial crisis, lenders saw the fed funds market as a
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relatively attractive place to invest cash amid turmoil in the larger financial system.

This paper contributes to the literature on interbank lending, with a focus on the role

of counterparty risk. Theoretical papers such as Flannery (1996), Bruche and Suarez

(2010), and Heider, Hoerova, and Holthausen (2015) focus on the role of asymmetric

information and counterparty risk and how these forces introduce frictions into the in-

terbank lending market. By measuring how changes in the probability of default impact

the rates and transaction volumes in the fed funds market, this paper provides evidence

about the importance of counterparty risk in interbank markets, especially in times of

crisis.

There is only a small empirical literature that examines how the 2007-09 financial

crisis has impacted unsecured interbank markets because disaggregate data are often

difficult to obtain.4 Within this literature, the most similar paper to this one is ar-

guably Perignon, Thesmar, and Vuillemey (2018), which examines the unsecured inter-

bank lending market in Europe over the recent financial crisis. The authors find evidence

in favor of theories highlighting heterogeneity among lenders, as opposed to models of

adverse selection.5 The difference in results between that work and this paper stems

from a difference in perspective. Perignon, Thesmar, and Vuillemey focus on partici-

pants that lose funding altogether and test which theories best predict these “funding

dry-ups.” In contrast, this paper examines large intermediaries that continue to partic-

ipate in the market during the crisis, with a focus on measuring how changes in the

probability of default as well as changes in supply and demand impact average rates and

overall quantities traded.

Given the general lack of disaggregate data on interbank loans, researchers have used

algorithms to identify the settlement legs of these trades in payments data. The algo-

rithm’s parameters were typically based on anecdotal knowledge of trade terms (such as

minimum amounts lent) as well as restrictions that the implied interest rates of any two

4There is an Italian online interbank market (e-MID) that makes detailed transaction-level data

available. For more information on these data, see Kobayashi and Takaguchi (2018) and references

therein. The Federal Reserve began collecting transaction-level data on U.S. fed funds purchases in

April 2014 using the FR 2420 survey.
5See Gorton and Pennacchi (1990), Calomiris and Kahn (1991), and Dang, Gorton, and Holmstrom

(2012) for theories focused on markets with informed and uniformed lenders.
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matched payments legs must be close to a published aggregate average. The algorithm la-

bels pairs of payments as interbank loans, which are then analyzed by researchers. Exam-

ples of such papers are Afonso, Kovner, and Schoar (2011) and Acharya and Merrouche

(2013).6 In contrast to this previous work, the constructed data set of fed funds trades in

this paper is based on bank-specific identifiers used by the banks themselves to automate

the processing of payments received from others. This extra information is crucial; given

that I already know one settlement leg of a fed funds trade, finding the other matching leg

is straightforward (details on methodology are provided in Section 2 and Appendix A).

Other related papers include those that analyze the interaction of a crisis with rela-

tionship lending (for example, see Cocco, Gomes, and Martins (2009) and Bolton et al.

(2016)) and network formation (for example, see Craig and Ma (2018) and Kim (2017)).

Although the intermediary-based lending arrangements studied in this paper can be in-

terpreted as relationship lending, the focus here is not on comparing interbank lending

done via relationships to interbank lending of a more transactional nature. Similarly,

although the model in this paper involves a simple network, the focus of the paper is not

on network formation in interbank markets.

Finally, this paper builds upon a rich literature focused on the functioning of the fed

funds market in pre-crisis times. For example, a number of papers focus on the pricing

of fed funds in the pre-crisis environment, when reserves were scarce (before the Federal

Reserve created copious amounts of reserves through its quantitative easing programs).

In this era of scarce reserves, banks bought and sold fed funds in order to manage

their stock of reserves with an eye towards meeting regulation-mandated targets (see,

for example, Ho and Saunders (1984) and Erzurumlu and Kotomin (2010)). In contrast,

this paper abstracts from this high-frequency reserve-management problem, and focuses

on explaining the determinants of longer-run average rates and quantities.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the data, and

Section 3 describes the model. Section 4 lays out the empirical work, including goodness-

of-fit statistics. Section 5 presents several counterfactuals and discusses the results and

Section 6 presents conclusions.

6See Kovner and Skeie (2013) and Armantier and Copeland (2015) for analysis of the performance

of these algorithms when applied to US payments data.
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2 Background and Data

This section begins with a brief introduction to the fed funds market, followed by a

description and basic analysis of the data.

2.1 Background on the Fed Funds Market

As mentioned in the introduction, the fed funds market is an over-the-counter market,

in which banks look to lend central bank reserves to one another on an unsecured basis.7

Especially because of the unsecured nature of fed funds, banks typically lend to banks

which have been through some credit check process and are actively monitored. Brokers

play an important role in this market by helping to match borrowers and lenders, and so

reduce banks’ search costs. Because of the decentralized nature of the market, historically

it has been difficult to obtain disaggregate fed funds data that are representative of the

market. Nevertheless, some stylized facts have emerged about this market —that the

vast majority of trades have an overnight maturity, for instance, or that small banks

have tended to lend reserves to large banks (see Lucas, Jones, and Thurston (1977) and

Bartolini et al. (2005)).

The fed funds market plays a central role in the U.S. financial system. This market

is a main source of immediate liquidity, enabling banks to execute and settle trades

on the same day, even if execution occurs late in the day. Further, the FOMC targets

the average fed funds rate when setting monetary policy, and historically, the Federal

Reserve adjusted aggregate reserves in the financial system with the goal of increasing

or decreasing the fed funds rate. During the financial crisis, the Federal Reserve changed

how it implemented monetary policy with the introduction of interest on excess reserves

(IOER) on October 8, 2008. Because this paper focuses on the period of time before the

introduction of IOER, its impact on this market is left to future research.8

7Under the characterization of fed funds provided by Regulation D, only depository institutions

can enter into fed funds trades, with few exceptions. A well-known exception is government-sponsored

enterprises, such as Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac, and the Federal Home Loan Banks.
8Armenter and Lester (2017) and Afonso, Armenter, and Lester (2019) study the current state of

the fed funds market.
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2.2 Data Description

The data are the fed funds sales and purchases of three large banks that are considered

major players in the market for fed funds over the sample period from January 2006

to December 2008. These banks did not provide transaction–level data on fed funds

activity. Instead, from conversations with banks’ back offices, I learned that each of

these three banks require its counterparties to use a unique identifier in the payment

message when sending a fed funds–related payment to the bank.9 Every fed funds trade

has two settlement legs, the initial leg where the principal amount is sent to the borrower

from the lender on date t, and the return leg where the principal is returned to the lender

along with the agreed upon interest, at some future date. The operational system set

up by these three banks means that for every sale of fed funds, the return leg has an

identifier embedded in the payment message field that allows the bank’s back office to

identify and label that payment as being related to fed funds activity. Similarly, for each

fed funds purchase by these three banks, the initial payment leg has a unique identifier

embedded in the payment’s message fields. These identifiers are used so that these banks,

which process tens of thousands payments a day, can automate the back-office processing

of fed funds payments.10

I am able to leverage the knowledge about fed funds payment identifiers because I

have access to detailed data from the FedwireR© Funds Service (Fedwire), the payment

system used by banks to settle their fed funds obligations.11 I observe all the payments

flowing into and out of these banks over Fedwire as well as the messaging attached to

9Supporting the claim about the use of these identifiers, the back office of another bank (not one of

the three large banks) verified that it used the identifiers when sending fed funds related payments to

these banks.
10From discussions with various banks’ back offices, I learned that banks with smaller payments

volumes tended to use a manual process to identify fed funds payments from the flow of incoming

payments. In addition, some banks used identifiers that were not specific to fed funds trades, but rather

incorporated payments related to a broader set of financial activity. Such identifiers are not useful for

the analysis presented in this paper, which focuses exclusively on fed funds.
11Fedwire is a large-value real-time payments settlement service operated by the Federal Reserve.

There is another high-value payments system in the U.S., the Clearing House Interbank Payments

System (CHIPS). In discussion with the back office employees of these three banks, each stated that the

Fedwire Funds payment system was almost exclusively used to transfer fed funds–related payments.
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them. By combing through the message fields on payments received by these three banks,

I observe one of the settlement legs of each bank’s fed funds trades.

Observing a settlement leg provides information on the amount of fed funds activ-

ity entered into by a bank, as well as information about the counterparty to the trade.

Both legs of the trade, however, are needed to compute interest rates. To find the other

settlement leg in the payments data, I use an algorithm. The details are described in

Appendix A, but the algorithm essentially finds a payment between the same two coun-

terparties with the correct timing and where the amount transferred implies a reasonable

interest rate. Because one payment leg of the fed funds trade is already identified from

the payments flow, finding the matching payment is fairly straightforward. Indeed, in

the vast majority of cases there was a unique payment in the data satisfying these con-

straints. In Appendix A, I report the various ways in which I verified the performance

of the algorithm.

The output from the algorithm is pairs of payments, or trades, that describe the

rates and quantities of fed funds sold and purchased by the three large banks from

January 2006 to December 2008. For each fed funds trade, I know the principal amount,

the interest rate, and, with some degree of confidence, the counterparty to the three

banks.12

The sample contains 128,677 trades, whose principal amounts sum to more than $10

trillion. The median principal amount is $16 million, and the 25th and 75th percentiles

of the distribution are $6 and $50 million, respectively (see the summary statistics in

Table 1). The distribution of principal amounts is heavily skewed by some large trans-

actions, evidenced by the mean principal amount of $82.8 million. Because fed funds

rates closely track the FOMC target rate, which increased in the beginning of the sample

and then decreased at the end, it is useful to report fed funds rates as a spread to the

FOMC target rate.13 In the sample, the median rate of the spread of fed funds sold is

12The output analyzed is similar to that used in Armantier and Copeland (2015). Differences are

that this paper includes fed funds trades from two banks used in Armantier and Copeland as well as a

third bank. Further, this paper implements a slightly more sophisticated algorithm to find the matching

payment and considers a different period of time.
13Starting on December 16, 2008, the FOMC switched from announcing a rate as a target, to a range

of rates. The range from December 16 to the end of the sample is [0,25] basis points. I use 25 basis
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Table 1: Summary Statistics on Principal and Rates

Variable Mean SD Percentiles

25th 50th 75th

Principal ($ millions) 82.8 20.9 6 16.0 50

Spread of fed funds sold (basis points) 10.5 33.5 0.0 12.5 25

Spread of fed funds purchased (basis points) -12.6 30.1 -12 -6.2 -2

Note: SD is standard deviation and the spreads are computed relative to the FOMC target rate.

Source: Fedwire Funds Service and author’s calculations.

12.5 basis points and the median rate of the spread of fed funds purchased rate is -6.2

basis points. Illustrating the intermediary role played by these banks, three-quarters of

the rates of fed funds sold are above the FOMC target rate and more than three-quarters

of the spread of fed funds are below the target rate.

2.3 Data Analysis

I begin with an analysis of rates on fed funds sold and purchased by the three large

banks. To more clearly differentiate these banks from their counterparties, for the re-

mainder of the paper I will refer to the three banks as intermediaries. To preserve their

anonymity, I analyze the data at a daily frequency and aggregate across all three in-

termediaries.14 I plot the principal-weighted average daily rate for fed funds sold and

purchased by the intermediaries in Figure 1.

As expected, these rates closely track the target rate announced by the FOMC.

Further, the intermediaries earn a spread in that the average daily rate of fed funds

purchased is below the target rate whereas the daily average rate for fed funds sold is

above the target, in general. Strikingly, this spread is a fairly constant 11 basis points

points as the target rate in the spread calculations.
14Throughout the sample, each intermediary was active on both sides of the fed funds market. In

addition, there were not substantial differences across the intermediaries in terms of rates. There are

fed funds trades among the three bank intermediaries, but these account for less than 0.1 percent of

total value. Because the rates of these trades are close to the rates of fed funds sold, I classify these

trades as fed funds sold.
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until the start of the 2007-09 financial crisis, independent of the level of the FOMC’s

target rate. With the start of the crisis (August 1, 2007) this spread jumps up by 15

basis points to 26 basis points. This increase in the difference between fed funds sold and

purchased is illustrated in Figure 2, which is a scatterplot of the rates as a spread from

the FOMC’s target rate and includes a smoothed line. A further increase in the difference

between the rates of fed funds sold and purchased occurs after the bankruptcy of Lehman

Brothers on September 15, 2008. In the period from September 15 to October 7, the

average spread is an astounding 118 basis points. Finally, the introduction of IOER on

October 8, leads to a dramatic fall in this spread, mainly driven by an increase in the

rate of fed funds purchased, which rapidly ticks up to zero at the close of 2008.

The increase in the difference between the rates of fed funds sold and purchased with

the crisis was not symmetric relative to the FOMC target rate. Rather, this increase is

driven largely by an increase in the absolute difference between the rates of fed funds

purchased and the FOMC target rate. This difference averages -4 basis points in the

pre-crisis period and -19 basis points in the emerging crisis period (see Table 2). In

contrast, the difference between the rate of fed funds sold and the FOMC target rate is

7 basis points in both the pre-crisis and the emerging crisis periods. Similarly, in the

post-Lehman crisis period, the fed funds purchased rate is much farther from the FOMC

target rate relative to the rate of fed funds sold.

I also observe the quantities of fed funds sold and purchased by the intermediaries.

These three banks conducted a substantial amount of fed funds purchases and sales in

both the pre-crisis and crisis periods. With the introduction of IOER on October 8,

2008, the total value purchased and (especially) sold began trailing off (see Figure 3),

reflecting a major change in the functioning of this market. Fed funds purchases do

not equal sales for the three banks (either individually or collectively), because each is

trading on its own position as well as acting as an intermediary. To arrive at a measure

of activity intermediated, for each intermediary and each day, I compute the minimum

of the total value of fed funds sold and fed funds purchased. Aggregating this value

across all three banks each day provides me with a measure of the total intermediation

activity. Strikingly, I find that this activity substantially increases with the arrival of the

crisis. The average daily amount intermediated rises from $1.9 billion in the pre-crisis

10



Figure 1: Fed Funds Rates for Sales and Purchases
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Figure 2: Fed Funds Rate Spreads for Sales and Purchases
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Note: In Figure 2, the spreads are calculated with respect to the target rate announced by the Federal

Open Market Committee. The vertical lines are set at: August 1, 2007, to denote the start of the crisis;

September 15, 2008, the day Lehman Brothers declared bankruptcy; and October 8, 2008, when the

Federal Reserve implemented its interest on excess reserves policy.

Source: Fedwire Funds Service and author’s calculations.
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Figure 3: Quantities of Fed Funds Sold and Purchased by Intermediaries
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Note: For illustrative purposes, fed funds purchased are negative numbers. The scale for the Federal

Open Market Committee target rate is on the right axis. The vertical lines are set at: August 1, 2007,

to denote the start of the crisis; September 15, 2008, the day Lehman Brothers declared bankruptcy;

and October 8, 2008, when the Federal Reserve implemented its interest on excess reserves policy.

Source: Fedwire Funds Service and author’s calculations.

Figure 4: Average Daily Quantity Intermediated by Period and Month
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Note: The vertical lines are set at August 1, 2007, to denote as the start of the crisis and September

15, 2008, the day Lehman Brothers declared bankruptcy. The numbers in the box are the average daily

amounts intermediated by period.

Source: Fedwire Funds Service and author’s calculations.
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Table 2: Fed Funds Rates Relative to the FOMC Target Rate, (basis points)

Rates Pre-crisis period Crisis period

Emerging Post-Lehman

Fed funds sold 7 7 23

Fed funds purchased -4 -19 -95

Difference 11 26 118

Note: FOMC is the Federal Open Market Committee, “Fed funds sold” is the rate of fed funds sold

minus the FOMC target rate, “Fed funds purchased” is the rate of fed funds purchased minus the FOMC

target rate. The pre-crisis period is from January 1, 2006 to July 31, 2007 and the crisis period is from

August 1, 2007 to October 7, 2008. September 15, 2008 marks the end of the emerging crisis period and

the beginning of the post-Lehman crisis period begins on September 15, 2008.

Source: Fedwire Funds Service and author’s calculations.

period to $2.7 billion in the emerging crisis period, an increase of 42 percent. After

the Lehman Brothers bankruptcy, the average daily amount intermediated falls to $2.1

billion, still above the level of activity measured in the pre-crisis period. As discussed in

greater detail later in the paper, this increase in value is surprising given the fact that

financial markets generally deteriorated during the financial crisis and so often exhibited

less trading activity.

Finally, I analyze the counterparties of each of the intermediaries. The method I used

to identify trades relies upon payments data and as a result the identity of the fed funds

counterparty can be obscured. This is because a bank can use another bank to settle

its fed funds obligations. Consequently, observing a payment flow from bank A to bank

B does not necessarily mean that either bank is the true counterparty to the transfer;

rather, customers of either bank could be the true counterparties. Because of the unique

identifiers, I know one of the three intermediaries is a counterparty —but I cannot be

sure whether the other bank is indeed the true counterparty or is instead acting as a

correspondent bank for another bank.15 Based on conversations with banks’ back-office

employees however, if a bank decides to use another bank to settle its fed funds activity,

15In general, my understanding is that small banks and foreign banking organizations are more likely

to use a correspondent bank for fed funds activity.
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it will use only that bank to ensure operational efficiency and simplicity. In the analysis

below, I assume that banks will only use one correspondent bank.

I first consider how concentrated are the counterparties to which the intermediaries

purchase and sell fed funds. There are a total of 515 banks selling and purchasing fed

funds from the three intermediaries and on neither side of the market is there much

concentration in counterparties.16 The largest counterparty for fed funds purchased

accounts for 11.1 percent of total activity and for fed funds sold the largest counterparty

has a share of 11.4 percent of total activity. The top five counterparties account for

27.8 and 39.3 percent of fed funds purchased and sold, respectively. Further, these

concentration measures are likely inflated because the largest counterparties are large

banks themselves, and so likely to be settling fed funds trades on behalf of a number of

other banks.17

I then measure whether the counterparties to the intermediaries both sell and pur-

chase fed funds. Over the whole sample counterparties shift between buying and selling

fed funds. Only 15 percent of total fed funds activity involves counterparties that only

sell or only purchase fed funds over the entire sample. This result lines up with the

perception that banks’ liquidity needs change from day to day depending on the rest of

their business (Allen and Gale, 2000). That said, on a given day the vast majority of

counterparties only show up on one side of the market. Specifically, 88 percent of total

value involves counterparties that either only sell or only purchase fed funds on a given

day. Further, this result could be considered a lower bound, since of the 12 percent of

banks that are on both sides of the market on the same day, 70 percent are accounted

for by several large banks that are known to settle payments activity on behalf of other

banks. However, this result should be considered with caution, because banks may be

entering into fed funds trades with entities that are outside the limited sample of trades

analyzed in this paper.

Finally, I consider whether the change in the fed funds market associated with the

16515 is a lower bound because this count includes correspondent banks that may be settling fed funds

on behalf of multiple banks.
17If bank A settles fed funds trades on behalf of clients, then bank A’s role is limited to settlement.

In particular, bank A is not involved in negotiating the terms of trade. Being a large correspondent

bank, then, does not imply that the bank has market power.
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start of the crisis can be traced to a change in the composition of the intermediaries’

counterparties. I find that the composition of counterparties is little changed from pre-

crisis to crisis. Indeed, 88 percent of the counterparties active in the crisis period are

also active in the year before the start of the crisis period.18

With these stylized facts in mind, let us turn to describing the empirical model.

3 Empirical Model

In this section I describe the model of the fed funds market. After describing the

environment, I detail the lenders’, borrowers’, and intermediary’s problem, and define

an equilibrium.

3.1 Environment

There is a single period and three types of agents: borrowers, lenders, and an inter-

mediary. There are two markets–an over-the-counter market with search where lenders

and borrowers trade, and an intermediated market where lenders and borrowers trade

with the intermediary.

There is a set B of borrowers, where borrowers are defined as banks that have a

project that requires funding. Borrowers default on their obligations with an exogenous

probability, where the default probability depends on a borrower’s type. A borrower can

be normal (N) or risky (R), where a normal borrower’s default probability is πN and

a risky one’s is πR, such that 0 < πN < πR < 1. To avoid questions about whether

borrowers can signal their type, I assume that borrowers do not know their type when

contracting with lenders or the intermediary.19

There is a set L of lenders, where each lender can invest an amount Q > 0. A

lender can either invest in a borrower or invest in the intermediary. A lender does

not observe a borrower’s type, but knows the distribution of types. The lender, then,

18Using crisis period activity as a weight raises this statistic to 98 percent.
19Prescott and Townsend (1984) details how signaling opportunities can lead to a problems related

to nonoptimality of an equilibrium, multiple equilibria, or nonexistence.
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faces a classic adverse selection problem when directly facing a borrower in the over-the-

counter market. In contrast, the intermediary will not default on the lender. Finally,

a lender l ∈ L earns a deterministic lender-specific rate of return rl0 > 0 on cash not

invested in a borrowing bank or the intermediary, an option that captures investors’

outside investment opportunities. This return has two parts, rl0 = r0 + εl, where r0

is a component common to all lenders and εl is an idiosyncratic component. Let εl

be a random variable distributed on R+ so that rl0 > r0 ∀ l. This differentiation in

the lender’s outside return is motivated by the heterogeneity across banks in outside

investment opportunities. Because lenders only differ in this outside return, l indexes

both lenders and their outside option.

The intermediary seeks to purchase funds from lenders and sell funds to borrowers.

The intermediary has access to additional information that enables it to better distin-

guish between the two types of borrowers, albeit not perfectly. As a consequence, the

set of borrowers the intermediary faces is a subset of all borrowers, B̄ ⊂ B, where the

proportion of risky borrowers in this subset is less than the proportion in B. As a result,

the intermediary, relative to lenders, faces a less severe degree of adverse selection when

investing with borrowers.20 (This informational advantage provides motivation for the

existence of the intermediary.) I assume the intermediary’s business model is such that

there is no default risk to the lenders. The intermediary, like lenders, can invest in an

outside option where its return is equal to r0, the common component of lenders’ outside

option.

The timing of the model is that the intermediary announces a rate rp at which it

will borrow from lenders and a rate rs at which it will invest in borrowers. Lenders and

borrowers observe this pair of rates and decide to either directly trade with one another

or with the intermediary.

3.2 Lenders

Lenders have the choice of investing in the intermediary or directly lending to bor-

rowers. Given rp and the outside option rl0, a lender’s profits from investing in the

20B̄ can be interpreted as a network of borrowers maintained by the intermediary.
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intermediary are given by

pi(rl0, rp) = max
qp

{rpqp + (Q− qp)rl0} , (1)

where Q − qp ≥ 0 and the subscript i denotes that this is the case of lending to the

intermediary. This problem is linear and therefore lenders will decide to invest either Q

or 0 with the intermediary.

If a lender chooses not to invest with the intermediary, the lender is matched with

a borrower with probability ml(rp, rs) and faces the expected probability of default

πd(rp, rs). (The l subscript denotes that this is the matching probability of the lender and

the d subscript denotes that this is the direct lending case.) Both the matching function

and beliefs about default depend upon the intermediary’s pricing, because those rates

determine the set of lenders and borrowers that are active in the direct lending case. Let

L(rp, rs) ⊆ L and B(rp, rs) ⊆ B̄ denote the set of lenders and borrowers respectively, that

chose to trade with the intermediary given the pair of rates (rp, rs). The complements

of these sets then define the lenders and borrowers that trade directly with one another

in the over-the-counter market.

The lenders’ matching function is based on the relative proportion of borrowers to

lenders that chose the direct lending route,

ml(rp, rs) = min

(∫
b∈B\B(rp ,rs)

g(b)db∫
l∈L\L(rp,rs) f(l)dl

, 1

)
, (2)

where g and f denote the distribution of borrowers’ types and lenders, respectively. The

expected default risk faced by lenders is

πd(rp, rs) = πR

∫
b∈B\B(rp ,rs)

1{θ(b)=R}g(b)db+ πN

∫
b∈B\B(rp ,rs)

1{θ(b)=N}g(b)db, (3)

where θ(b) ∈ {N,R} denotes the borrower’s type and 1x=y is an indicator function equal

to 1 if x = y.

If the lender chooses the direct route and is matched with a borrower, the lender

offers a rate rd and the borrower chooses how much to borrow. Hence, for a pair (rp, rs),
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a lender l expects profits from the direct case to be

pd(rl0; rp, rs) = (1−ml(rp, rs)) ·Qrl0+

ml(rp, rs) ·max
rd

{
(1− πd(rp, rs))rdqd(rd)− πd(rp, rs)qd(rd) + (Q− qd(rd)) rl0

}
, (4)

where qd(rd) denotes a borrower’s demand for funds given a rate rd and Q− qd(rd) ≥ 0.

The first term in the above problem shows the return to the lender when there is no

match with a borrower, and as a result the lender invests Q in his outside option. The

second term describes the return when there is a match with a borrower. The borrower’s

demand for funds given a rate rd does not depend on the borrower’s (unobserved) type,

a result shown in the next subsection. To simplify the analysis and rule out corner

solutions to the direct lending case, I assume that Q is large enough such that Q > qd.

Turning to the first order condition for the direct lending case, we have,

dqd
drd

[(1− πd(rp, rs))rd − πd(rp, rs)− rl0] + qd(rd)(1− πd(rp, rs)) = 0.

Because the lenders have different outside options, the interest rate offered by a lender

will depend upon rl0. Furthermore, a lender’s expected profit in the direct lending case

is increasing in rl0, a result driven by the assumption that Q is large enough such that

lenders invest some of their cash in the safe asset and earn rl0.

Putting the intermediary and direct lending cases together, the lender’s profit maxi-

mization problem is, given (rp, rs) and rl0,

Πl(rl0; rp, rs) = max {pi(rl0, rp), pd(rl0; rp, rs)} . (5)

3.3 Borrowers

Borrowers are banks with projects that require funding. Denoting q > 0 as the

amount borrowed, the return on the borrower’s project is given by Y (q), where Y is

increasing and concave. In addition to being either a risky or safe type, borrowers differ

in whether or not they are in B̄ (i.e., the intermediary’s network). Borrowers in B̄

have the choice of borrowing from the intermediary or borrowing directly from a lender,

whereas borrowers in the complement of B̄ can only borrow directly from lenders. If a
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borrower chooses to try to borrow directly from a lender, the borrower will be matched

with a lender with probability mb(rp, rs) and knows that the set of lenders choosing the

direct route is L \ L(rp, rs). (The subscript b denotes that the matching function is for

borrowers.) The matching function for borrowers is driven by the relative proportion of

borrowers and lenders active in the direct lending route, and so is defined as

mb(rp, rs) = min

( ∫
l∈L\L(rp,rs) f(l)dl∫
b∈B\B(rp ,rs)

g(b)db
, 1

)
. (6)

We begin by describing the profit maximization problem for those borrowers in B̄. If

the borrower of type θ ∈ {N,R} chooses to borrow from the intermediary, then given a

rs, she maximizes expected profits by choosing a quantity to borrow:

h(rs, θ) = max
q

{(1− πθ) (Y (q)− rsq)} . (7)

Note that upon default the borrower earns zero profit. The resulting first order condition

is
dY

dq
− rs = 0. (8)

Because the first order condition does not depend on the borrower’s default probability,

a borrower’s demand for funds is independent of type.

If a borrower eschews the intermediary and chooses to borrow directly from a lender,

then she is matched with a lender with probability mb(rp, rs) and that lender is drawn

from L \ L(rp, rs). If the borrower is not matched with a lender, then she earns zero

profits. A a result, expected profits are given by

hd(rp, rs; θ) = (1−mb(rp, rs)) · 0 +mb(rp, rs)El∈L\L(rp,rs)[h(rd(rl0), θ)], (9)

where rd(rl0) is the rate a lender rl0 will offer in the direct lending case. Putting this

together, a borrower b ∈ B̄ has expected profits of

Πb∈B̄(rp, rs, θ) = max {h(rs; θ), hd(rp, rs; θ)} . (10)

A borrower in the complement of B̄ can only borrow directly from lenders, and as a

result her expected profit is

Πb̂∈B\B̄(rp, rs, θ) = hd(rp, rs; θ). (11)
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3.4 Intermediary

Last, we turn to the intermediary’s problem. As mentioned above, the intermediary

offers all lenders a rate rp at which the intermediary will purchase fed funds and offers

borrowers b ∈ B̄ a rate rs at which the intermediary will sell fed funds. The expected

probability of default faced by the intermediary is given by

πi(rp, rs) = θR

∫
b∈B(rp,rs)

1{θ(b)=R}g(b)db+ θN

∫
b∈B(rp,rs)

1{θ(b)=N}g(b)db, (12)

and note that by assumption 0 < πi(rp, rs) < πd(rp, rs) < 1 for all (rp, rs) where

B(rp, rs) �= ∅.

The intermediary’s problem is

max
rs,rp

∫
b∈B(rp ,rs)

[(1− πi(rp, rs))rsqs(rs)− πi(rp, rs)qs(rs)] g(b)db

−
∫
l∈L

rpqp(rp, l)f(l)dl

+ r0

(∫
l∈L

qp(rp, l)f(l)dl −
∫
b∈B(rp,rs)

qs(rs)g(b)db

)
, (13)

where it must be the case that
∫
l∈L qp(rp, l)f(l)dl −

∫
b∈B(rp,rs)

qs(rs)g(b)db ≥ 0, or the

intermediary borrows at least as much as it lends in aggregate.

The first term in the intermediary’s problem is the expected return to investing in

the borrowing banks, where the intermediary forms expectations over the default rate.

The second term is the cost of raising funds from the lending banks, which differ in the

value of their outside investment options. Finally, the third term captures the fact that

any funds that the intermediary borrows but does not lend will earn r0.

3.5 Equilibrium and Solving the Model

An equilibrium is given by the interest rates (r∗p, r
∗
s) and quantities ({q∗p(l)}l∈L(r∗p ,r∗s), q∗s)

in the intermediated market as well as the expected interest rates and quantities, {r∗d(rl0), q∗d(l)}l∈L\L(r∗p ,r∗s)
in the over-the-counter market such that

• The intermediary’s profit is maximized,
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• All lenders and borrowers maximize their expected profits,

• The market clearing condition is satisfied, such that the intermediary purchases at

least as much funds as it sells, and

• Both lenders’ and borrowers’ beliefs about matching probabilities and default rates

are rational.

Solving the model can be simplified by reducing the number of control variables in

the intermediary’s problem from two to one. Because lenders require a rate of return

greater than r0 to invest with the intermediary, whereas the intermediary can only earn

r0 on any excess cash it holds, the intermediary will always choose a pair of rates such

that the market clearing condition holds exactly. This implies rp can be written as a

function of rs, where rp is chosen so that the intermediary borrows an amount exactly

equal to what it lends. In addition, borrowers are homogenous in their actions and so

either all the borrowers in B̄ will trade with the intermediary or none will. I focus on

the interesting case where the intermediary is active and so consider parameters whereby

B(rp, rs) = B̄ and so πi(rp, rs) is a constant, denoted as π̃i. Folding these results into

the intermediary’s problem gives us

max
rs

{
π̃irsqs(rs)− π̃iqs(rs)−

∫
l∈L

r̃p(rs)qp(r̃p(rs), l)f(l)dl
}
,

where rp is now explicitly a function of rs.

The problem is further simplified by using the result that lenders only invest Q or

0 with the intermediary and that expected profits from directly lending are increasing

in l (recall that f has support on R+). A a result, for a given (rp, rs) there is a cutoff

lender l̂ that is exactly indifferent between investing in the intermediary and investing

directly with a borrower. Lenders whose l < l̂ (and so rl0 < rl̂0) will invest Q in the

intermediary, whereas all other lenders eschew the intermediary and lend directly with

borrowers. Letting l̂ depend directly upon rs, these results imply that the set L(r̃p(rs), rs)

is equal to the interval [0, l̂(rs)], and so the intermediary’s problem further simplifies to

max
rs

{
π̃irsqs(rs)− π̃iqs(rs)− r̃p(rs)Q

∫ l̂(rs)

0

f(l)dl
}
.
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4 Empirical Work

In this section I detail how the model is taken to the data. The model’s focus is to

explain the observed rates of fed funds sold and purchased over time as well as the change

in the total amount intermediated, as described earlier in Section 2. I then present and

discuss the results.

4.1 Specification

To estimate the model, I need to make functional form assumptions about the return

to borrowing and the distribution of lenders’ outside option. In addition, parameters

need to be time-varying to allow the model to capture the rise and fall in rates. As

illustrated in the data section, a main driver of rates appears to be monetary policy

and so I incorporate the target rate announced by the FOMC, denoted as r̂ft, into the

model.21

I assume that the return to borrowing at date t is given by

Yt(q) = βtq
α, (14)

where α ∈ (0, 1), βt = r̂ft · β, and β > 0. The borrower’s return, then, is a function of

the FOMC’s target rate. Turning to lenders, I assume that f , the distribution of the

idiosyncratic portion of their outside option, is uniformly distributed between 0 and μ.

I also assume that the common component of the lender’s outside option can vary over

time, denoting r0t = r̂ft − γ. The parameter γ measures the discount to the target rate

that lenders receive on their outside option. The total return of the outside option of

lender l at date t is given by

rl0t = r̂ft − γ + εlt, (15)

where ε ∼ U(0, μ). With these specification choices, I have both the lender’s outside

option and the borrower’s return varying with the FOMC’s target rate.22

21The ˆ accent over a variable indicates it is exogenous to the model.
22This specification captures the results of more general models where the Federal Reserve changes

aggregate reserves through open market operations, and as a consequence both fed funds rates and other

interest rates in the economy rise or fall through the usual monetary policy channels.
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Although the model has four parameters related to the probability of default, what

matters when solving the model is the unconditional probability of default in the over-

the-counter direct lending case and in the intermediary’s case. The data however, cover

only the market with an intermediary and so I cannot identify both default rates. A

a result, I estimate πd, the unconditional default rate in the direct case, and assume

that the intermediary’s informational advantage halves the unconditional probability of

default, or that πi =
1
2
πd. More significantly, I assume that this informational advantage

does not change over the crisis. This assumption seems reasonable, as it is not clear

why the intermediary banks’s informational advantage over other banks in the fed funds

market would be stronger or weaker in a financial crisis.

I allow three parameters to differ across the pre-crisis, emerging crisis, and post-

Lehman crisis periods, to capture the three channels through which fed funds rates and

quantities can change. The first channel is a change in the strength of asymmetric

information, modelled as allowing πd to vary across the three periods. A change in this

parameter reflects changes to the proportion of risky borrowers among all borrowers

with the arrival of the crisis. The second channel is a change to the supply of fed

funds, which is captured by allowing the common component of the value of lenders’

outside option (γ) to vary across the three periods. Finally, the third channel is a

change in the demand for funds, captured by allowing variation to the linear return

to borrowing, β. Consequently, I estimate {π̄P , π̄E, π̄L, γP , γE, γL, βP , βE, βL, α}, where
the superscripts, {P,E, L} denote the pre-crisis, emerging crisis and post-Lehman crisis

periods, respectively.

Four other parameters in the model are fixed. The total mass of borrowers, B, is

2 and the mass of borrowers eligible to borrow from the intermediary, B̄ is 1. The

maximum amount a lender has available to invest, Q, is 2 and the parameter denoting

the right endpoint of the uniform distribution characterizing lender types, μ, is fixed to

0.001. These parameters were chosen with the aim of ensuring that there is an interior

solution to the borrower’s and lender’s problem in the over-the-counter direct case and

that market clearing was feasible.
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4.2 Estimation Method and Identification

The estimation approach is generalized method of moments. I choose this approach

because the time-series variation in the model is driven by changes to the FOMC’s target

rate and as a result, the model is suited to explaining moments of the data conditional

on a target rate. In the pre-crisis period there are four changes to the FOMC target rate

(see Figure 1), and, because the target rate only increases over this time, five interest

rate regimes. In the crisis period, the FOMC target rate declines and there are nine

interest rate regimes (eight regimes in the emerging period and one in the post-Lehman

period).

The moments used are average interest rates in each regime in the pre-crisis period

and the two crisis periods. For each interest rate regime, I compute (i) the value-

weighted average rate of fed funds sold, (ii) the value-weighted average rate of fed funds

purchased, and (iii) the difference between the value-weighted average rates of fed funds

sold and purchased. In addition to these rate-focused statistics, I compute the average

quantity of fed funds intermediated in each period and use the percent change in this

amount between (a) the pre-crisis and emerging crisis period and (b) the pre-crisis and

post-Lehman period as another 2 moments (see Figure 4 for average daily quantities

intermediated in each period). Denote these data moments ω̂.

For a given parameter vector ζ and vector of FOMC target rates {r̂ft}14t=1, the model

will generate interest rates of fed funds sold and purchased for the intermediary case as

well as the total amount intermediated. I use these predicted rates and the change in

the quantity intermediated across the periods to construct a vector of model moments,

ω(ζ). My estimation strategy is then to choose ζ so as to minimize the distance between

ω̂ and ω(ζ). Formally, I minimize Λ(ζ), defined as

Λ(ζ) =
(
ω(ζ)− ω̂

)′
W
(
ω(ζ)− ω̂

)
, (16)

where W is a weighting matrix.23

23I use the standard two-step approach to estimate the model’s parameters. In the first step W is set

to the identity matrix and a consistent estimate of the parameters, ζ1 is obtained. In the second step, I

first use ζ1 to construct a new weighting matrix, which is an diagonal matrix where the diagonal elements

are equal to the inverse of (ω(ζ1)− ω̂)2. Using this new weighting matrix, I obtain new estimates of the

parameters and calculate their associated standard errors.
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The parameters from both the lenders’ and the borrowers’ problem are identified

because of the availability of data from before and during the crisis, on the rates of

fed funds sold and purchased, as well as the total quantity intermediated. Whereas the

parameters of the lenders’ problem primarily impact the rate of fed funds purchased

and the parameters of the borrowers’ problem primarily impact the rate of fed funds

sold, in equilibrium these parameters affect both the rates and the total quantity in-

termediated. Identifying these parameters is difficult then, when limited to using data

where rates and quantities are fairly constant. Fortunately, the data used in the paper

incorporate the arrival of the crisis, whereupon there were significant changes to rates

and quantities. This allows for identification, because the theory predicts that changes

to each parameter has different effects on rates and quantities. For example, a decrease

in the lender’s outside option both lowers the rates of fed funds sold and purchased and

increases the quantity intermediated, whereas an increase in the default probability in-

creases the spread between the rates of fed funds sold and purchased and decreases the

quantity intermediated. These differences in how changes in the parameters affect rates

and quantities allows for identification.

4.3 Goodness of Fit

Before reporting the parameter results, I consider the model’s goodness of fit. Aver-

ages of the data moments by period are listed in the upper panel of table 3. The corre-

sponding averages predicted by the model given the estimated parameters are listed in

the lower panel of the same table. Comparing the results across the panels, we observe

that the model’s rate predictions are quite close to those observed in the data. This is

exemplified by the fact that the average intermediary’s predicted spread for each period

is only 0.5, 0.8, and 1.1 basis points away from the observed averages. The model’s

goodness-of-fit is illustrated in more detail in Appendix C, with charts showing the pre-

dicted and observed rates by interest rate regime for the pre-crisis and crisis periods.

With regard to quantity, the model accurately predicts a substantial 41 percent in-

crease in the quantity of funds intermediated from the pre-crisis period to the emerging

crisis period. The model slightly under-predicts the amount intermediated in the post-
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Table 3: Goodness-of-Fit Statistics

Variable Pre-Crisis Period Crisis Periods

Emerging Post-Lehman

Data Fed funds sales (basis points) 6.7 7.3 23.3

Fed funds purchases (basis points) -4.0 -19.0 -95.1

Intermediary’s spread (basis points) 10.7 26.3 118.4

Change in quantity (percent) – 41.7 11.0

Model Fed funds sales (basis points) 7.7 7.9 20.8

Fed funds purchases (basis points) -3.5 -17.5 -98.7

Intermediary’s spread (basis points) 11.2 25.5 119.5

Change in quantity (percent) – 41.0 8.5

Note: Data means the reported statistics are based on data, whereas Model means the reported statistics

are based on predictions from the model given the estimated parameters. Rates are reported as a spread

to the FOMC target rate. Change in quantity is the percent change in quantity intermediated relative

to the pre-crisis period.

Source: Fedwire Funds Service and author’s calculations.
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Table 4: Parameter Estimates

Parameter Estimate SE Confidence Interval

Lenders

Return to outside option (basis points)

Pre-crisis γP 6.28 0.31 (5.68, 6.88)

Emerging crisis γE 19.88 0.51 (18.88, 20.89)

Post-Lehman crisis γL 100.43 0.04 (100.36, 100.51)

Borrowers

Nonlinear return to borrowing α 0.9843 0.0007 (0.9828, 0.9857)

Linear return to borrowing

Pre-crisis βP 1.0139 0.0004 (1.0130, 1.0147)

Emerging crisis βE 1.0248 0.0012 (1.0225, 1.0272)

Post-Lehman crisis βL 1.1029 0.0002 (1.1025, 1.1033)

Probability of default (percent)

Pre-crisis π̄P 0.0430 0.0029 (0.0374, 0.0486)

Emerging crisis π̄E 0.3334 0.0044 (0.3249, 0.3420)

Post-Lehman crisis π̄L 2.2401 0.0009 (2.2383, 2.2419)

Note: SE is standard error. Confidence Interval is a 95 percent confidence internal.

Source: Author’s calculations.

Lehman period, reporting an 8.5 percent increase relative to the pre-crisis period, below

the observed 11.0 percent increase.

4.4 Results

Now that we have confidence in the model’s goodness of fit, I report the parameter

estimates in Table 4, all of which are precisely estimated. Starting with the lenders’

problem, the estimates imply that the common component of the return on the lender’s

outside option is decreasing over the three periods. Recall that γ captures the discount

to the FOMC target rate that lenders earn (r0t = r̂ft − γ) and is the main parameter
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driving the model’s prediction of the rate of fed funds sold. In the pre-crisis period, this

return is estimated to be 6.3 basis points below the target rate. This discount more than

triples to 19.9 basis points in the emerging crisis period and then rockets up to 100 basis

points in the post-Lehman crisis period. These estimates imply that lenders’ alternative

to lending cash in the fed funds market became increasingly unattractive, reflecting the

turmoil found in other financial markets over this time.

Turning to borrowers, I estimate that the nonlinear return to borrowing is quite

close to 1. The estimates of the linear return to borrowing imply there is an increase

to borrowing fed funds with the crisis. The increase in this return from the pre-crisis

to emerging crisis period is small, at 1.1 percent. However, the return jumps up in the

post-Lehman period to 1.103, an 8.8 percent increase from the pre-crisis period. This

change reflects a rise in demand for fed funds, a natural response given the fall in funding

liquidity available in financial markets shortly after the bankruptcy of Lehman Brothers.

Finally, the estimates imply that the unconditional probability of default dramatically

increases with the crisis. In the pre-crisis period, the estimate implies that the default

probability is a tiny 0.04 percent.24 In the emerging crisis period, the default probability

increases almost 0.3 percentage point, to 0.33 percent. Finally, in the post-Lehman

period the default probability jumps up to 2.24 percent, a massive increase relative to

the pre-crisis period.

5 Analysis

In this section I present several counterfactuals that illustrate the quantitative im-

portance of the estimated parameter changes, and then discuss the importance of these

results.

24This is the unconditional probability of default that a lender faces in the direct lending case. The

intermediary, because of superior information, faces a set of borrowers where the unconditional proba-

bility of default is one-half of the value faced by lenders. Therefore, in the pre-crisis period the default

probability faced by the intermediary is 0.02 percent.
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5.1 Counterfactuals

The estimated parameters imply that with the arrival of the crisis, there were three

fundamental changes in the fed funds market: the return to lenders’ outside option de-

creased, borrowers’ return to purchasing fed funds increased, and the default probability

increased. To gauge how each of these changes affected rates and quantities in the fed

funds market, I conduct four counterfactual exercises focused on the emerging crisis

period. The first exercise, “No Change”, considers what would happen to prices and

quantities in the emerging crisis period if parameters remained at their pre-crisis levels

(and the FOMC target rate decreased as it did in the data), and so serves as a point of

reference. The second, third, and fourth counterfactuals explore how changes in lenders’

outside option (a.k.a. supply), in borrowers’ return to purchasing fed funds (a.k.a. de-

mand) and the unconditional default probability (a.k.a. adverse selection), respectively,

affect rates and quantities holding all other parameters at their pre-crisis level.25

Beginning with the “No Change” counterfactual, the model predicts that with pa-

rameters at their pre-crisis levels, the fall in the FOMC rate would result in the spread

between the rates of fed funds sold and purchased narrowing to 9.6 basis points, relative

to the pre-crisis period when the spread was 11.2 basis points. Further, there is an uptick

in quantity traded of 1.2 percent relative to the pre-crisis period (see the third column

of Table 5).

The “Supply” counterfactual demonstrates how a 13.6 basis point decrease in the

return to lenders’ outside option, holding all over parameters at their pre-crisis levels,

affects fed funds rates and quantities. Under this positive supply shock scenario, the rates

for both fed funds sold and purchased shift down and the quantity of funds intermediated

skyrockets up. The rates of fed funds sold and purchased decrease by roughly the same

amount, leading to only a small contraction in the intermediary’s spread relative to the

spread predicted in the “No Change” exercise (8.1 versus 9.6 basis points).

The rate of fed funds purchased decreases because the intermediary recognizes that

lenders’ return on their outside option has decreased, so lenders are willing to lend the

same amount of fed funds at a lower rate. The intermediary lowers the rate of fed funds

25For each counterfactual, I solve the model given the average FOMC rate in the emerging crisis

period.
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sold both because of the lower rates of fed funds purchased (i.e., the intermediary’s cost

of acquiring funds has fallen) and because borrowers’ have the option of bypassing the

intermediary and borrowing directly from lenders (which now have lower outside options)

in the direct lending market. Perhaps the most telling result from this exercise is the

large quantity change of 237.8 percent, a result demonstrating that lenders are willing

to dramatically increase fed funds purchased given moderate changes to rates.

The “Demand” counterfactual illustrates the sensitivity of rates and quantities to

a 1 percent increase in the linear return to borrowing. The impact of rates is subtle:

relative to the “No Change” exercise, rates of fed funds sold and purchased are about 1.5

basis points higher. More striking is the 53.6 percent increase in quantity intermediated,

which highlights an elastic supply of fed funds. This is most clearly seen by comparing

the “Demand” and “No Change” exercises, two counterfactuals where the parameters of

the lenders’ problem are the same. In the latter exercise, a fed funds purchased rate of

-3.7 basis points (as a spread to the FOMC target rate) is associated with a 1.2 percent

increase in quantity intermediated, whereas in the former exercise the rate is -2.2 basis

points and the quantity intermediated is 53.6 percent. As a result, lenders are willing to

vastly increase how much they lend, a 52.4 percentage point increase, given an increase

of 1.5 basis points in rates.

Finally, in the “Adverse Selection” counterfactual the only parameter change is the

estimated increase in the unconditional default probability to 0.33 percent (a 0.29 per-

centage point increase), and so focuses on the quantitative importance of the default

probability. Under this scenario, the spread between the two fed funds rates widens to

23.6 basis points, driven mainly by an increase in the rate of fed funds sold. The inter-

mediary increases the spread to offset the loses associated with the greater probability

of default. Inline with the increase in rates, the amount of quantity intermediated plum-

mets to a level that is 85.5 percent smaller than the pre-crisis amount, a contraction that

would likely be labelled a market freeze in practice.

The counterfactual exercises highlight that the changes to the supply of funds and

the default rate are the main drivers of the changes to rates from the pre-crisis to the

emerging crisis periods. The increase in the default rate is revealed to be the main force

behind the observed widening of the intermediary’s spread. In contrast, the observed
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level of rates of fed funds sold and purchased are the result of offsetting forces from

the increase in default probabilities and the supply of fed funds. Finally, the observed

quantity intermediated in the emerging crisis period is driven by changes to all three

channels, but the dominant force is the shifting out of the supply of fed funds.

5.2 Discussion

The predictions from the model fit the narrative of the crisis. With the start of

the crisis in August 2007, market participants became more worried about the solvency

of other participants, which in the fed funds markets materializes as an increase in

the expected probability of default. Strikingly, if the increase in default had been the

only change, the model predicts that the fed funds market would have experienced a

severe contraction in quantity traded, perhaps even a market freeze. However, the data

indicate that the market remained functional, and in fact the amount intermediated

even expanded, a result that the model attributes to lenders finding other investment

opportunities in the financial system to be less palatable.

The model predicts that these dynamics play out again in the post-Lehman period,

but much more dramatically. Lenders become even more willing to sell fed funds, ac-

cepting a rate that is almost 100 basis points below the FOMC target rate, even while

the expected default rate reaches 2.24 percent —a combination of forces that results in

the intermediary earning a rate spread of over 119 basis points while still intermediating

a greater quantity of funds than in the pre-crisis period.

Through the lens of the model, a crucial feature of the fed funds markets is that

in times of stress, it is a relatively attractive place to invest cash overnight. Because of

this, the market remains well-functioning even during the height of the 2007-09 crisis, the

period of time right after the Lehman Brothers bankruptcy, when the model estimates

there are sizeable increases in the expected default probability. This result on the relative

attractiveness of fed funds has the flavor of those results that the banking system is a safe

harbor for depositors during periods of market stress, given the protections of deposit

insurances as well as the Federal Reserve’s role as a lender of last resort.26 The nuance

26For example, Saidenberg and Strahan (1999), Gatev and Strahan (2006), and

Gatev, Schuermann, and Strahan (2009) report that during periods of market stress, investors
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here, is the model’s prediction that banks were more willing to lend to one another

in the fed funds market relative to other investment opportunities, such as, perhaps,

commercial paper or asset-backed commercial paper.

Since the model’s results are based on a sample of three banks, these findings may

not be generalizable to the entire fed funds market. It is possible that the actions of

these three large banks, which continued to purchase and sell fed funds during the crisis

are not representative of general activity in the fed funds market.

6 Conclusion

During the 2007-09 financial crisis, the U.S. fed funds market was closely watched

because of its central role in the financial system. Interpreting changes to the rates

and quantities of fed funds being traded, however, is empirically challenging because in

addition to the usual forces of demand and supply, fed funds trades, being unsecured

loans, are affected by changes in adverse selection.

To quantify the effect of each of these channels on the trading of fed funds, I develop,

solve, and estimate a model of the market for fed funds, in which borrowers have an

unobserved probability of default. The model estimates imply that with the arrival of the

2007-09 crisis, two major forces were at play: the expected default probability increased

and lenders’ supply of funds shifted outward. The model predicts that by itself, the

increase in expected default would have caused severe disruptions to the fed funds market.

However, the simultaneous increase in supply, perhaps reflecting lenders’ perception that

banks are relatively safe counterparties during the crisis, offset the adverse effects of the

rise in expected default.

often deposited their funds within the banking system because it was viewed as a safe haven.

Acharya and Mora (2015) examine whether banks continued to fulfill this role in the 2007-09 financial

crisis, when banks were arguably at the center of the crisis. They report that investors did not see

banks as a safe haven until the government implemented a number of interventions in the fall of 2008.
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A The Algorithm and Its Performance

In this section I describe the algorithm used to find the payment leg that matches

the identified fed funds payment transfer to the three large intermediary banks. I then

present several measures that document the algorithm’s performance.

A.1 Algorithm Description

I begin by describing how the set of fed funds related payments are constructed, and

then provide details on the algorithm used to match these payments with other payment

transfers.

As stated in the body of the paper, the three banks require their fed funds counter-

parties to place a unique identifier in the message field of payment transfers to the bank.

Since I have access to payments’ messages fields, I scan all payments messages associated

with payment transfers to the three large banks for their unique identifiers. The result-

ing set of payments, F , is the known settlement legs of fed funds trades over our sample

period of January 1, 2006 to December 31, 2008. The distribution of payment amounts

in F revealed that fed funds trades typically involve large principal amounts. However I

also observe a tiny number of transfers that were small enough to be interest payments.

Upon discussion with the three banks’ back offices about these small-value payments,

I learned that standard practice is to return the principal and interest of a fed funds

trade in one transfer. This occurs even if the two parties to the trade agree to another

fed funds trade. However, some of the banks’ counterparties, on occasion, settled their

principal and interest obligation with two transfers, where one transfer is the principal

amount and the other is the interest payment. This practice is quite infrequent; the three

large banks discouraged this practice because it increases the operational complexity on

their end as it usually requires manual intervention to process the payment.

To account for this (rare) behavior, I implement a process that determines whether

two payments from a counterparty to one of the three large banks could in fact be

combined into one principal plus interest payment. To describe this process, I introduce

some notation. Let the three banks be designated as bi where i = 1, 2, 3 and let a

counterparty to these banks be c ∈ C. A payment from c to bi on date t is denoted as
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yc,bi,t, where the order of c and bi denotes the direction of the transfer. Let Fc,bi,t denote

all the fed funds identified payments from c to bi on date t. For every t, c ∈ C and

{bi}3i=1, I consider whether any possible pair of payments (x, y) ∈ Fc,bi,t could in fact,

when combined, be a principal and interest payment. The criterion is that the interest

portion implies a reasonable interest rate, which I compute as

r(x, y) = x ∗ 360/y, (17)

where the 360 reflects the convention used to annualize rates in the fed funds market.

As evidenced here and throughout the algorithm, I am only considering overnight fed

funds transactions.27 Reasonable interest rates are defined to be those that fall into a

range (r, r). Let rmin
t , rmax

t be the minimum and maximum fed funds rates published by

the Federal Reserve on date t.28 Then r = max(0.9, rmin
t − 50) where rates are in basis

points and r = rmax
t + 50.29 If y ∈ Fc,bi,t meets the reasonable interest rate criterion

when paired with only one other payment in Fc,bi,t, then I combine these two payments

into one.

But if y meets this criterion with more than one payment in Fc,bi,t, I use a median

interest rule to select a pair of payments to combine. I do this by ranking the candidate

payments to y by the implied interest rate and computing the median interest rate across

these candidates. The candidate payment that is closest to the median rate is selected

to be combined with y, with tie-breakers going to the candidate which implies the larger

interest rate. In practice, there were very few instances of payments being combined over

our sample period, with fewer than 80 overall.

27If date t occurs on a Friday and the following Monday is a regular business day, then I replace 360

with 360/3 to reflect the three day tenor of the fed funds trade. In a similar fashion, I adjust the tenor

to account for holidays.
28Over our sample period, the Federal Reserve collected daily confidential data on rates

from brokers in the fed funds market. Moments from these data are published at

https://apps.newyorkfed.org/markets/autorates/fed%20funds. This process was replaced in 2014

when the Federal Reserve established a collection of trade level information on fed funds purchases. For

details see information on FR 2420 published by the Federal Reserve Board.
29For the period analyzed in this paper, my understanding of the market is that rates on fed funds

trades were always positive. Therefore, I set a minimum of 0.9 basis points on r. This constraint binds

because in the sample period the minimum fed funds rate published by the Federal Reserve falls below

50 basis points.
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Given the resulting set of identified fed funds payments, the first step of the algorithm

is to divide the payments into principal and principal plus interest payments. I make

this division based on whether the amount transferred is a round number, or has a factor

of 1,000. Rounded amounts are assumed to be the principal amount and non-rounded

amounts are assumed to be principal plus interest amounts.30 Let the resulting set of

principal payments be denoted as P and the set of principal and interest payments be I,

where P ∪ I = F . Further, let Pc,bi,t ⊆ Fc,bi,t denote the known principal amounts from c

to bi on date t. Similarly, let Ic,bi,t ⊆ Fc,bi,t denote a set of known principal and interest

payments from c to bi on date t. Finally, let Mbi,c,t+1 denote all payment flows from bi

to c on date t + 1 observed over Fedwire.

The second step is to search for the matching settlement leg among all the payments

flows. The algorithm begins with finding matches to known principal payments. Recall

that all payments are received by the three large banks, and therefore principal payments

necessarily reflect the initial settlement leg of a fed funds purchased trade. For a given

y ∈ Pc,bi,t, the algorithm considers whether any payment x ∈ Mbi,c,t+1 is a successful

match, where the criterion for success is whether x, as a principal plus interest payment,

implies a reasonable implied interest rate (as defined above). If there are no successful

matches, then the algorithm moves on to another principal payment amount in Pc,bi,t.

If there is a single successful match, then the payments pair (y, x) is recorded in a final

data set used for analysis. Further, the payment x is removed from Mbi,c,t+1, so that

it cannot be paired with another known fed funds principal payment.31 If there are

multiple successful matches, then I select a payment pair based on the median interest

rate rule discussed above, record it in a final data set, and remove the selected payment

from Mbi,c,t+1.
32

The algorithm’s final step is to find matches for the known principal and interest

30Given the market practice of negotiating interest rates either to the nearest basis point or to the

nearest sixteenths of an interest rate, it would be extraordinary for the principal and interest amount

of an actual fed funds trade to be equal to a number with a factor of $1,000.
31For the unusual case where c is one of the three large banks, say, c = bk for k �= i, I also check if x

is in Ibk,bi,t+1. If so, I remove it from this set of payments, to avoid double counting.
32For the unusual case where c is one of the 3 large banks, say c = bk for k �= i, and there are multiple

successful payment matches, I given priority to x ∈ Ibk,bi,t+1.
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payments in I. For a given y ∈ Ic,bi,t, the algorithm considers whether any payment

x ∈ Mbi,c,t−1 is a successful match. The algorithm uses the same criterion described

above of a reasonable implied interest rate to define a successful match and in addition

requires that x be a rounded amount (i.e. has a factor of 1,000), because x is considered

the principal amount. Similar to what I described above, if a given payment y has

multiple successful matches, a median interest rate rule is used to select a single pair

(y, x), which is recorded in a final data set.

A.2 Algorithm Performance

Over the sample period of January 1, 2006 to December 31, 2008, I found 132,709

Fedwire payments to the three large banks that included the unique fed funds identifiers.

The algorithm found matching payments for 97.0 percent of these fed funds payments

(128,677 out of 132,709). Although I cannot say for sure, a likely reason for the algorithm

not finding a match is that the term of the fed funds trade was longer than overnight.33

For the cases when the algorithm found a matching payment, the vast majority were

unique matches, or there was only one candidate payment. Weighting all payments

equally, I find that 95 percent of matches were unique, and more than 98 percent had two

or less candidate payments (see the first two columns of Table 6). Weighting payments

by their principal amount, I find that 82 percent of value is uniquely matched and more

than 92 percent had two or less candidate payments (see the last two columns of Table 6).

I interpret these results as strong support for the algorithm’s performance. My un-

derstanding of this market is that the vast majority of trades are overnight, and so the

algorithm should nearly always find at least one candidate payment. If the algorithm

finds more than one candidate, then issues arise of whether the algorithm’s median inter-

est rate rule is selecting the correct matching payment leg. Fortunately, given the high

incidence of unique matches, the concern of how to choose one payment from among

multiple candidates is at best a minor issue. I also informally checked the results of the

final data set with two of the three banks. With each bank, there was a discussion about

the algorithm’s output, focusing on the total quantities sold and purchased, rates nego-

33Recall that I restricted the algorithm to only look for matching payments on the next business day.
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Table 6: Algorithm’s Matching Performance

Number of Volume weighted Value weighted

candidate matches

(frequency) (percent) ($ billion) (percent)

1 122,026 94.83 8,786 82.42

2 4,203 3.27 1,091 10.24

3 1,266 0.98 405 3.8

4+ 1,182 0.92 378 3.54

Total 128,677 100 10,660 100

Note: Volume weighted means all transactions are equally weighted whereas value weighted means

transactions are weighted by principal. ’4+’ means four or more candidate payments, where the largest

number of candidate matches was 76.

Source: Fedwire Funds Service and author’s calculations.

tiated and number of counterparties in recent weeks, in addition to the larger patterns

observed over the recent financial crisis. The result from these discussions is that the

algorithm’s output matched each bank’s understanding of its fed funds activity.

B Direct Lending Case

In this section, I present the details behind solving the direct lending case for a

particular functional form of Y given a match has occurred between a borrower and

lender. Assume that

Y (q) = βqα. (18)
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From the borrower’s first order condition, we have

dY

dq
= rd

αβqα−1 = rd

αβ

q1−α
= rd(

αβ

rd

)1/(1−α)

= qd

Consequently,

dq

dr
=

1

1− α

(
αβ

rd

)1/(1−α)−1 −αβ

r2d

= q
−αβ

1− α

rd
αβ

1

r2d

=
−q

rd(1− α)

Turning now to the lender’s FOC, I can solve for rd,

dq

dr
(1− π)rd + (1− π)qd − π

dq

dr
− rl0

dq

dr
= 0

−q

rd(1− α)

[
(1− π)rd − π − rl0

]
+ (1− π)qd = 0

−1− π

1− α
+

π + rl0
(1− α)rd

+ (1− π) = 0

π + rl0
(1− α)rd

=
1− π

1− α
− (1− π)

π + rl0
(1− α)rd

= (1− π)
α

1− α

π + rl0
α(1− π)

= rd.
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This allows us to solve for quantity. In the end, given a match between a borrower and

lender in the direct case, we have

r∗d =
π + rl0

α(1− π)
, (19)

q∗d =
[
α2β(1− π)

π + rl0

]1/(1−α)

, (20)

The lender’s expected profit is then

(1− π)r∗dq
∗
d − πq∗d + (Q− q∗d)r

l
0, (21)

and the borrower’s expected profit, for θ ∈ {N,R} is

(1− πθ) (β(q
∗
d)

α − r∗dq
∗
d) . (22)

C Goodness-of-Fit Charts

This section presents Figure 5, which illustrates how the observed average fed funds

rates and the corresponding model predictions line up given the estimated parameters.

Figure 5a shows the observed and predicted rates of fed funds sold and purchased in the

pre-crisis period alongside the FOMC target rate. Similarly, Figure 5b plots the observed

and predicted interest rates in the emerging and the post-Lehman crisis periods. Overall,

these figures demonstrate that the model’s predictions of fed funds rates are quite close

to the data.
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Figure 5: Predicted and Actual Interest Rates
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(a) Pre-Crisis Period
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(b) Crisis Period

Note: The interest rate regimes are periods of time when the FOMC target rate was unchanged. The

vertical line in the lower panel denotes the separation between the emerging and post-Lehman crisis

periods.

Source: Fedwire Funds Service and author’s calculations.
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